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Non-legislative activities

Justice and Home Affairs

1. Schengen evaluation Recommendation - Estonia SIS
   Adoption
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 13.11.2019
   13818/19
   13817/19 R-UE
   SCH-EVAL

2. Functioning of the Schengen evaluation and monitoring mechanism
   Approval
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 20.11.2019
   14129/19
   13244/2/19 REV 2
   SCH-EVAL

3. Conclusions on widening the scope of passenger name record (PNR) data legislation
   Adoption
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 20.11.2019
   14061/19
   DAPIX

4. Prüm Decisions: Conclusions on automated exchange of dactyloscopic data in the United Kingdom
   Adoption
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 27.11.2019
   14058/19
   12513/19
   12512/19
   DAPIX

5. Conclusions on Europol's cooperation with private parties
   Adoption
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 27.11.2019
   14137/19
   14138/19
   ENFOPOL
Institutional Affairs

Appointments

6. A member (DE) of the European Economic and Social Committee
   Adoption approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 27.11.2019
   13011/19
   CES

7. A member and an alternate member (RO) of the Committee of the Regions
   Adoption approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 27.11.2019
   14098/19
   CDR

Foreign Affairs

8. Council Decision in support of Ukraine's Efforts to Combat Illicit Trafficking in Weapons, Ammunition and Explosives, in cooperation with the OSCE
   Adoption approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 27.11.2019
   14245/19
   CORLX

Item based on a Commission proposal
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